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It's 1942, America has entered World War II, and a sickly but determined Steve Rogers is disappointed to be denied military service again. Rogers decides to take a desperate step - he kidnaps and hijacks the battleship Missouri to the American military base, and hides his own, specially converted one, in its place. At this time, America is dying, all its bastions are collapsing, and the powerful American
economy becomes defenseless against the unprecedented onslaught of Great Germany. And now Steve Rogers and his team have to get the civilian population out of trouble and repulse the enemy... Steve Rogers is a handsome man, a real man. And he has everything - both in Hollywood action films and in Russian ones. But where is American patriotism and heroism, and where is our glorious armed
forces? In general, needless to say, the film was shot with excellent humor. But therein lies the beauty of this film. Heroes are what they are, not varnished, without yellowness, but with all their inherent: humor, charisma, abilities, strength and courage, with the ability to sacrifice themselves to save others. The plot is classic, for American films of category B. The script is also typical, there are good and bad
ones, but the actors, and especially the camera work, are at their best. The film does not shine with big special effects, like dogfights or a nuclear explosion. But the main thing, as the title says, is the story. There is not a single dynamic episode in it; the center of the story is not a battle or a chase, but the man himself. In addition, the story of the film is instructive, life-affirming. I do not regret that I went to
the cinema to see him, they are showing the film "Man of Steel" and "On the Edge". I think they are a bit similar, but there are differences. "Man is war", "At the edge of the universe" - so in everything except these two films. "Spy" won't work at all...
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